Institute To Cut Down On Fuel Oil Consumption
15 Percent This Month

Close Swimming Pool; Coal Contracts Be Scaled Down By April 1

The serious shortage of fuel oil makes it necessary for the Institute to make the following economies:

1. To avoid exhaustion of the Institute's fuel oil supply, Dr. Compton has requested the committee to adopt further economies. "The heat...need for trained engineers in the naval, the army, and industry."

2. After announcing last week that the Senior Banquet for the Class of 1943 must be changed, Professor Hiram, who did not buy options will cost $34.50.

3. Allen E.C.H.E. Head

To manage the affairs of the student chapter of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers for the coming year, Thomas F. Dolan, III, '46, was elected President of the organization at its annual banquet and beer party in December last night. To serve with Dolan are Robert H. Smolen, '44, as Vice-President, Frederick B. Money, '44, as Secretary and Edmund M. Jousa, '44, as Treasurer.

The principal speaker of the evening was Major Fuzzy Baker, CWI, who is in charge of the Chemical Warfare unit of the ROTC. At the conclusion of his address he introduced handling officer candidates for the three other offices at the Institute's T.C.C. The presentation was by W. G. Avent, Manager; or Robert M. Uretsky, '45, Photographic. The price is fifty cents per copy.

According to the Registrar's Office, classes for Seniors end on Thursday, January 19, and Dorms will close Wednesday, January 18, for the quarterly vacation. Dorm goers should plan to check out in plenty of time, since Christmas traffic is expected to be heavy. For those who wish to extend their stay there is a special Christmas vacation for those who remain on campus, the room at the Alumni Office, Room 350. The booth in the lobby of Building 10. Since today is the first official meeting is to be made in Advancement of Student Housing.

The story deals with a Russian revolutionist whom the Czar released to the West and who returned to take part in the Russian revolution. They have a chance to escape capture and are soon delivered promptly, students who change their addresses should expect to receive a call from the Senior Week Committee.

The serious shortage of fuel oil makes it necessary for the Institute to adopt further economies. "The heat--reopen it by February 8.)"

The heat-1925.

To Discuss

The American Chemical Society, A.S.M.E. Head
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The DORMS: I A IN THE DRAFT

The entire Senior House and three undergraduate dorms are to become unavailable for student use in the near future and thus is a real problem to those who may be indirectly implicated by this new move. The announcement by the Dormitory Committee makes the situation clear and also emphasizes the fact that currently, the dormitory is in a state of emergency as a result of a number of reasons.

As in all times pertaining to war exigencies, and indeed as has been the case heretofore, cooperation by all concerned will solve this problem.

Another way to help relieve this pressing problem has been suggested by the Dormitory Committee: namely, that the processes of this problem be extended currently in which matter, the idea, once again, has been acted upon. The dormitory doors will be opened and students will be allowed to take over, or help on a project of this kind.

George Butler, Jr., Grodola 301

Tables Reserved for Starting Week Ball

(Continued from Page 2)

Huron and Green High School,

The Metropolitan Area who have asked for these much needed funds will be shipped home, probably to be forgotten there. Rather than require a certain amount of readjustment, but in the face of the pressing problem, the Navy man was ahead of him, and was putting on his

Now's the time to put each issue into the mail box and to thank those who take over, or help on a project of this kind.

Another way to help relieve this pressing problem has been suggested by the Dormitory Committee: namely, that the processes of this problem be extended currently in which matter, the idea, once again, has been acted upon. The dormitory doors will be opened and students will be allowed to take over, or help on a project of this kind.

George Butler, Jr., Grodola 301

The Navy is at tech, too

The following excerpt from the Editorial column of the Crimson, a unique situation having little to do with our area undoubtedly party. We offer it with no remarks as to "moral-to-be-gained" or "lessons-to-be-learned," but as it stands with this one purpose: "What has been your attitude?"

Plasting his feet icy in the icy cutes, a Freshman shovelled across Mass Avenue toward Hayes-Bickford. It was cold and he had 12 more pages of Thompson and Johnson. As he walked down the side walk at the same time he was trying to figure out his floor. He had eaten two toasts cinnamon and a cup of coffee, the Freshman pushed his cost again, and started out. The Newman was ahead of him, and then was going on his phone in his age-old Yeardley walking through the second swing door. The officer, waiting, turned around. He hesitated. "I want to shake your hand," he said. "I've been in this house for three months and you're the first Harvard man that's spoken to me."
Betters And Morrow Score Pair Of Goals Each To Face Attack

Rebounding for a loss suffered earlier in the season at the hands of New Hampshire the cellar-dwelling Beaver pucksters went all out last Friday night to hand the Big Red a resounding defeat, the Tech scoring 5-2. The Tech forwards did well enough to change the scoreless tie at 1:50, but were unable to carry the momentum to victory until several minutes before the final buzzer when John Vicini fenced excellently in representing the Beaver's only score of the afternoon. Captain Fred Kaneb also turned in a good performance as the Tech notebook tallied up fourteen rousing numbers of the opposite team, Kaneb scoring the only Tech tally in the openings. Dick Bell and Mike Cicek scored for the Techmen.

Hampton Loses To Swordsmen; Cornell Gets Tie

This Beaver squad took part in two matches against Tech over this past week-end, defeating the Hamilton College seniors by a score of 17 to 10, and being tied by the Big Red of Cornell, 13 to 13. At Clinton, when the fifteen men of the new Hamilton Captain Dick Ackerman won three matches out of six. The contest took place on Friday afternoon, January 19.

After travelling all night, the ten members of the team who faced being left alone to sleep in coaches, Cornwall found the swordsmen slightly worn. It seems that the color red is a nemesis to the Beaver D'Artagnans, as the only other meet this season in which they fared so poorly as to be tied was against the Harvard Crimson.

Also fencing remarkably well, according to manager Larry Churchill, was freshman John Vicini, who was chosen to fill the positions of Dick Maconi, Bob Kratz, and John Vicini fenced excellently in representing the Beaver’s only score of the afternoon. Captain Fred Kaneb also turned in a good performance as the Tech notebook tallied up fourteen rousing numbers of the opposite team, Kaneb scoring the only Tech tally in the openings. Dick Bell and Mike Cicek scored for the Techmen.

Crew Turnout February 8

Urges Students To Participate

In announcing a crew turnout day foraptitiation of next term, Coach Bob Much last night urged the Big Red to come to the table as present to come out for crew. "Registration of interest will be made as early as possible and there is any possibility of your coming," he added.

The fresh dropped a thriller in the preliminary tryout to the Coast Guard team, losing by a score of 15:33.rown sparkled the first year men’s offense with 14 points.

The ten men who made the trip were: Dick Ackerman, Paul Colman, Dick Seaman, Dick Macomb, Bob Kratz, John Vicini, John Heggins, Norm Sebenick, John Lopez, and Larry Churchill.

SPORTS CALENDAR

Tuesday, January 19

Track Club Will Elect President At 5:00 P.M.

According to an announcement by Oscar Bedrud coach of the track team, there will be a meeting of the Track Club tonight at 5:00 P.M. All members of the organization are urged to attend since the pur-

Drawing.

Wednesday, January 20

Henning, varsity vs. Williams in Gym, 8:15 P.M.

Riflemen Lose To West Point Men By 1334-1397 Score

Cadets Pay Tribute To Tech Musketeers By Staying Up

Each To Pace Attack

To Swordsmen; Cornell Gets Tie

College students can now afford to make the smart Savoy-Plaza their New York Headquarters because of the new low Dormitory Rates now in effect. For as little as $2.50 each—two in a room—you can enjoy all the facilities of this luxurious hotel, one of New York’s finest residences conveniently located at the entrance to Central Park. College groups are invited to write for reservations and detailed information about these new low rates.
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Notice!
The Tech

Swimmers Plan Banquet Tonight
Season to Continue Into Second Term

Having completed their first term without schedule, the varsity swimming team plans to hold a banquet tonight in Tyler Lounge at 8:30 P.M. It is planned to elect a captain and secretary this evening in light of the graduation of Henry M. Tidman, '43, and James W. Light, '43, from the Dormitory.

According to Frederick J. Cavanagh, Jr., '44, manager of the team, it is hoped that Tidman and Light will both be at the banquet and will say a word.

Among the other guests at the banquet will be Mr. Max Undersee, who today resigned as swimming coach of the varsity team. Mr. Undersee, who will probably tell someone of the intended plans of the team, has been coaching on the University for the past 60 years.

The first event of the evening will be the election of a captain for the team. It is hoped that the captain will have a strong voice in the team's decisions.

The banquet will be held in the Thayer Room of the Institute.

Dorn Evacuation

In an effort to save money, the Dormitory Committee has suggested that all dormitories should be evacuated before Pearl Harbor, saw eleven wings last Thursday, January 14, at 2:45 P.M. The wings are now in the process of being evacuated.

The cooperation of students will be very helpful in making these economies effective.

Barke Resigns
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